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Introduction to the beginning of wisdom
The rudimentary stage for the sake of the pursuit of wisdom
Toshiyuki Namai

You are intellectually expected to imagine, feel and think about the following poem (p. 2)
written in English by your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai.
This is not a simple opportunity for you to study English language itself. This
remarkably gives you a very valuable opportunity to broaden what is called “the sphere
of intellectuality” as an intellectual being.
Those who grasp the way to systematically develop their English brain to some extent
must be all set to romantically experience the intellectual voyage through appreciating
the intellectual beauty in the poem written.
You are positively guided to place yourself in the presence of a piece of candle in the
dark in your room after making your report on this assignment given. It goes without
saying that intellectual imagination is necessary for you to deeply enjoy appreciating
the poem very much.
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The poem introduced is a short one. However, it has some pieces of message essentially
for your intellectuality now and in the future.

The beginning of wisdom for you
As the proverb goes, “Ignorance is bliss”
Do you listen to some sort of reverberation through reading the proverb deeply in your
heart?
Have you ever noticed that an ignorant person is dull in front of something formidable
You are now blessed to feel some sort of formidability
Formidability gives you a privilege not to be blind in the presence of the essence of the
things
It is said, “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom”
It is a sheer bliss to fear those you don’t know yet
There are so many things you don’t know yet
You are supernaturally blessed to have such knowledge of how you don’t know anything
essential yet
To know what you don’t know is the first step in order to know what you really need for
your wisdom now and in the future
Know yourself first,
Then, you have the very beginning to start
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